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Abstract

PI Control (Propotional Integral) to level control at steam drum has limitation to handle measurment and process disturbance in the plant. That’s problems have maked large variability of level at ± 0.01 m and decrease efficiency in boiler plant. This final project do research about LQG control at level control. The characteristic of LQG control defected by weight Q and R of performance indeks. The weight it to influence gain of controller, where the tuning of controller gain doing when plant process is working “on”. The result of tuning regulator it have get best of weight Q and R is 1 and 1and for filter kalman get Q and R is 59.21 and 1. the result of some experiment, the LQG control have changed deliver variability of Level be ± 0.001 m even thought PI control have changed deliver variability of Level be ± 0.001 m; then on settling time, LQG controller more fast 15 s than PI controller. $LQG = 35 \, s, PI = 15s$.
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